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On 23rd March 2020, the Prime Minister announced the first UK
lockdown to prevent the NHS from buckling under the strain.

Two years on, and thanks to the vaccine rollout the Covid-19
pandemic no longer dominates our front pages, but the NHS
remains under immense pressure…

Waiting lists stand at a record 6.4 million, with forecasts they
could double, as those who kept away during the pandemic
come forward.

Furthermore, new figures on A&E waits for April showed that less than 60% of patients attending major emergency
departments were seen within four hours - the lowest performance on record.

The Government and NHS England have set the ambition of eliminating all waits
of more than a year by March 2025, a target that will be funded through a
health and social care package worth more than £36bn over the next three
years.

A company that is integral to the government coming anywhere near its NHS
backlog targets is Totally (TLY).

Totally is a healthcare services provider which provides ‘insourcing’ and urgent
care services to the NHS.

Totally’s share price is trading on an eye-catching forward valuation, the company is well managed with a rock-solid
balance sheet, and with government healthcare spend likely to remain elevated for years to come, we like Totally’s
long-term prospects.

Largest independent provider of Urgent Treatment Centres in England

Totally operates three clear divisions:

1) Urgent Care

Urgent Care accounts for 87% of Group revenue, and Totally is England’s
largest independent provider of Urgent Treatment Centres (UTC’s).

Totally works in partnership with the NHS to provide a full range of Urgent
Care Services including NHS 111, GP out-of-hours, Clinical Assessment
Services and UTC’s. Subsidiaries include Vocare and Greenbrook
Healthcare.

2) Insourcing

Insourcing is a system whereby hospitals subcontract medical services and procedures to Totally Healthcare who
then utilise hospital premises and equipment for service delivery.

Totally integral to clearing record NHS
backlog
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The insourcing model is cost-effective and reduces the pressure caused by long waiting lists, while providing
patients quicker access to care and a high-quality service.

This may be a small division in terms of Group revenue, but it is high margin and growing fast with Totally
expecting significant growth from this segment as the government seeks to clear the vast NHS backlog.

3) Planned Care

This division includes:

• About Health – a leading provider of dermatology and referral management services

• Premier Physical – a provider of occupational physiotherapy to NHS, prisons, the police force & private clients

• Totally Health – provider of personalised Clinical Health Coaching

Totally’s ‘new business as usual’

Demand for Totally’s healthcare services surged during the height of the pandemic, but CEO Wendy Lawrence
believes this represents a “new business as usual” as highlighted in Totally’s impressive November Interim Results…

Group turnover increased 14% during the Half-Year 2022 to £61.6m
– reflecting growth across all divisions. While gross profit jumped by
the same percentage to £11.6m (H122) and there was a significant
jump in adjusted earnings (up 44% to £3.3m H122), as income from
higher margin planned care and insourcing business doubled.

Totally’s Urgent Care Division was awarded extensions to 20 existing
contracts worth circa £45m, along with a new UTC contract at Kings
College London.

Totally operate a strong, debt-free balance sheet and the impressive
Half-Year performance allowed the board to double its well-covered
dividend to 0.5p per share – putting Totally on a forward dividend
yield of 1.80%.

‘Buy and build’ strategy starting to take shape

When commenting on Totally’s strong £18.3m cash balance in November, CFO Lisa Barter said:

“We are not looking to fund raise for future acquisitions, we’re accelerating our buy and build activity, we do not
intend to sit on this cash”.

True to her word, Totally have announced two acquisitions since November:

• Pioneer Health Care acquired for £13m: Pioneer is an established independent provider of specialist NHS
secondary care services.

Pioneer also holds the difficult-to-acquire ‘Any Qualified Provider’ (AQP) status, which enables it to offer
services direct to NHS patients across the whole of England, free at the point of delivery, where there is
sufficient demand.

The deal beef’s up Totally’s insourcing division – making it better placed to win additional slices of the UK
governments £36bn health and social care package.
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For the year ended 31 March 2021, Pioneer generated revenue of £5.13 million and profit before tax of
£0.80m, gross assets were £2.82m.

• Energy Fit-Pro (EFP) acquired for £1.3m: EFP is a corporate fitness provider, and its customer base provides
Totally with access to the corporate health and wellbeing market.

The acquisition is earnings enhancing (£0.4m to March 2021) and creates further opportunities for Totally to
expand EFP’s relationships with its corporate customers through additional services such as online physio and
virtual GP.

High-quality value play

Totally’s valuation metrics tick plenty of boxes…

The shares are trading on a forward Price / Earnings (PE) multiple of 13.1, one of the best in the Healthcare
Providers & Services market. This PE also looks attractive when compared to forecast earnings per share (EPS)
growth of 71.7% - giving Totally a price to earnings growth (PEG) ratio of just 0.3 (where anything below 1 is eye
catching) – signalling that the stock offers growth at a reasonable price.

The shares also score well across several traditional ‘value’ metrics, such as Price to Sales (0.65) and enterprise
value to adjusted earnings (EV to EBITDA) 8.89 – Totally is top quartile in its sector across every metric.

Totally offer investors value without sacrificing on quality, and with the NHS crisis continuing to deepen, we expect
Totally’s profitability to remain strong for years to come.

TLY 3-Year Chart

◉ Totally is a healthcare services provider which provides ‘insourcing’ and urgent care services to the NHS

◉ The NHS backlog is at breaking point with waiting lists at record highs

◉ Totally are well-positioned to benefit from the Government’s £36bn commitment to cut waiting time

◉ Totally’s revenue and profitability looks set to remain strong following a series of contract renewals and smart acquisitions

◉ The stock is attractively priced and offers investors value without sacrificing on quality

SUMMARY:
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Prices correct as of June 2022. The table above shows ALL stock recommendations since AIM Investor’s launch on 4th January 2019. Please be aware that all entry and current price levels
are mid-prices. Profit/loss includes any dividends received during holding period. No allowance for dealing costs, fees or taxes has been made. Past performance is not a guarantee of future
performance.

*Since the service was launched, over 90% of AIM Investor
clients have renewed their membership by request (we never
auto-renew). All testimonials are provided by real, verifiable
AIM Investor members.
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Name Ticker Open Date Open Price Closed Price Close Date Profit/Loss (%)*

Trans-Siberian Gold TSG 31/01/2019 44.3 50.0 28/01/2020 + 12.87%
Dart Group DTG 27/06/2019 831 1712 28/01/2020 + 106.82%

Johnson Service JSG 08/08/2019 165 126 30/04/2020 - 23.64%
Churchill China CHH 24/10/2019 1580 1460 30/04/2020 - 7.59%
Best Of The Best BOTB 12/12/2019 320 603 13/05/2020 + 88.44%

Goldplat GLDP 12/03/2020 4.300 7.690 30/07/2020 + 78.84%
Highland Gold HGM 13/02/2020 205 294.40 05/08/2020 + 45.07%
Codemasters CDM 14/02/2019 178.7 370.0 06/08/2020 + 107.05%
Sylvania SLP 03/10/2019 36.93 67.50 03/09/2020 + 82.78%

Frontier Developments FDEV 30/01/2020 1404 2401 11/11/2020 + 71.01%
Frontier Developments (2nd tranche) FDEV 26/03/2020 1157 2401 11/11/2020 + 107.52%

Quartix QTX 05/09/2019 335 370 08/12/2020 + 10.40%
Ergomed ERGO 09/04/2020 453 925 08/12/2020 + 104.19%

Scientific Digital Imaging SDI 22/08/2019 53 122.90 31/01/2021 + 131.89%
Gamma Communications GAMA 28/12/2019 876 1910 20/05/2021 + 118.13%

Keystone Law KEYS 18/04/2019 426 640 02/06/2021 + 50.23%
GB Group GBG 31/10/2019 610 901 10/06/2021 + 47.70%

D4t4 Solutions D4T4 14/03/2019 223.7 345 30/06/2021 + 54.22%
Clinigen CLIN 28/03/2019 918 613 14/07/2021 - 33.22%

Alumasc Group ALU 01/04/2021 173 261 26/07/2021 + 50.87%
MTI Wireless Edge MWE 04/06/2020 38.5 80 17/08/2021 + 107.79%

Arcontech ARC 19/11/2020 198 142.70 02/09/2021 - 27.93%
Renew Holdings RNW 27/02/2020 525 797 06/09/2021 + 51.81%

Renew Holdings (2nd tranche) RNW 24/09/2020 432 797 06/09/2021 + 84.49%
Next Fifteen Communications NFC 10/09/2020 480 1154 14/09/2021 + 140.42%

Ramsdens Holdings RFX 11/07/2019 189.94 155 29/11/2021 - 14.40%
Quixant QXT 04/02/2021 128 160.10 29/11/2021 + 28.10%

Serica Energy SQZ 04/03/2021 120 209 29/11/2021 + 77.10%
IG Design IGR 25/07/2019 584 279 05/01/2022 - 48.20%

Kape Technologies KAPE 23/04/2020 174 445 05/01/2022 + 155.70%
Suresurve SUR 08/10/2020 53 98 07/01/2022 + 86.80%
Ideagen IDEA 13/08/2020 197 345 26/05/2022 + 75.13%

The table below shows full, verifiable, performance data for every AIM Investor closed position
since the service was launched in January 2019.

Performance & Testimonials
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“I would just like to record that since joining AIM Investor, I have been very happy
with the excellent service that I have received. In addition the recommendations
which I have taken up have been successful or highly successful which has made me
even happier!!”
Neil, UK – AIM Investor Member

Here’s why over 90% of our clients renew their membership with us…*

“AIM Investor have supplied a stream of good AIM share ideas which I would not have considered or
even known. That is what I wanted. Indicating when to sell has given me real profit – I tend to hold on –
but more importantly saved me from continuing losses. The staff are always helpful and a pleasure to
talk to; queries are handled quickly by their expert team. An unexpected plus is that I often ask about
my own AIM company searches – which is not in their brief – and they give me their opinion which I
value, and saved me from a few false moves. I am pleased with their share selection and their
staff….and my results! My best wishes.”
Adrian, Kensington – AIM Investor Member

“AIM Investor is a great source for investment opportunities. I have made several
investments from the alerts and detailed analysis. The majority have been very
rewarding. The portfolio updates are extremely helpful. I will continue to follow the
first class service.”
Derek, UK – AIM Investor Member

“AIM Investor provides a great service with timely recommendations providing
members with profitable investment opportunities and wonderful customer service
from Rob and the team. Thus highly recommended for new subscribers.”
Ken, UK – AIM Investor Member

“I’ve been an AIM Investor member since January 2020. I’ve been very impressed with Regency, and found them
to be very professional. Investing in the AIM market is by nature, riskier than some of the other markets, but AIM
Investor have always been quite fair in their assessment of stocks, looking at both the upside and potential
downside. As with all stock, understanding the risks of their business model & future cashflows is key. The
research that AIM Investor provides, has always been very informative in this respect. I have always found their
response times excellent, and the content of their responses has been concise and right “on-the-mark”. It is clear
that AIM Investor has their finger on the pulse of the AIM market.”
Steven, London – AIM Investor Member
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All prices and figures correct as of 13th June 2022. The research provided by AIM Investor is prepared for general information only and should not be construed as
any form of investment advice. It does not take into consideration your personal circumstances, including your investment objectives, risk profile, tax status,
knowledge and understanding or financial situation. The value of shares bought through a share dealing account, a stocks and shares ISA, a SIPP can fall as well as
rise, which could mean getting back less than you originally put in.

AIM Investor provides research for shares listed on AIM (Alternative Investment Market) which can carry risk to your capital. AIM shares may not be suitable for all
investors. The value of investments can fall as well as rise, and you may get back less than you invested. Please ensure you fully understand the risks involved and
seek independent advice if necessary.

AIM Investor is a trading name of Regency Capital Group Ltd (a company registered in England and Wales under number 11921999). Registered address at 35
Berkeley Square, Mayfair, London, United Kingdom, W1J 5BF.

Regency Capital Group Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Register No. 916337).
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Summer special offer, get an extra 6 months for
free (worth £247.50)...

We believe small-cap stocks can form an important part of a well-balanced portfolio. Whilst these can be riskier
than larger stocks, for a well-informed investor, the potential rewards can also be far higher.

Compared to their main-market counterparts, analyst coverage of AIM stocks is often very thin on the ground.
With this in mind, we created AIM Investor. A service to provide specialist, high-grade investment research at an
affordable price.

Become an AIM Investor member today for:

Join AIM Investor this summer and get 18 months for just £495 (standard
website price is £495 for 12 months). Don’t forget, all memberships
include our no automatic renewal promise.

Last year over of our clients renewed their membership with AIM Investor92%

CLICK HERE TO CLAIM YOUR FREE 6 MONTHS

Our AIM Investor service lifts the lid on little-known and early stage
small-cap companies listed on AIM, the most successful growth market
in the world.

▶ 2-3 new AIM stock recommendations each month - handpicked
by our team of expert AIM market analysts

▶ Instant access to over 30 detailed stock reports - revealing
every open position in our exclusive Members Area

▶ Weekly updates and sell alerts - stay informed with ongoing
research and guidance covering all recommendations

▶ Dedicated Relationship Manager - to help you get the most from
our service
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